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Abstract. This paper brings up a new method to build the underwater terrain which uses filled matrix to 
represent the terrain so as to resolve the problem of difficult updating the changing underwater terrain in real 
time during construction. By the filled-matrix, the underwater constructing terrain will be represented real-
timely, so as to get constructing condition and avoid superfluous phenomena. Firstly, the paper tells the 
definition of filled-matrix and how to build the filled-matrix terrain model on the conventional DEM method. 
Secondly, the authors analyze the underwater terrain uncertainty during constructing and the necessary for 
resolving the uncertainty. Thirdly, the authors discuss the updating arithmetic for filled-matrix terrain. Finally 
the paper tells the application of using updating filled-matrix terrain during dredging to get real-time terrain 
modeling for supervising. 
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1. Introduction 
Terrain analysis is an important aspect during the land surface description. In recent years, great progress has 
been made in the development and application of terrain analysis on land, e.g. model-building, 3D terrain 
analysis and 3D terrain visualization. Compared with land terrain, the instability of underwater always exists, 
and due to the complexity, invisibleness, depth and extent of the underwater terrain, more special focus is 
given to the dedicated study of the application of land terrain, such aspects as underwater terrain during 
channel dredging are seldom given attention to because of the uncertainty of the underwater terrain during 
underwater constructing, however underwater terrain analysis in constructing has great significance in 
supervising. 

The bedload has severe effect on the river channel, bank and reservoir; the lake is filled up by the 
bedload with organism, the water is nutritious and the drink water is threatened; the ports and channels are 
filled up by a mass of sediments so as to affect shipping safety and preventing or controlling  flood. To 
ensure the safety of navigation of the ports and channels, such methods as channel dredging and underwater 
surveying are used to supervise and maintain the riverway, sea-route and the bank. During the constructing 
of the channel dredging, with the construction apparatus continuous digging the underwater terrain is 
changing continuously; such changing underwater terrain has become an uncertain factor before next 
surveying for the construction technician because they can’t grasp the underwater terrain due to the 
uncertainty, so as to affect controlling the construction quality and improving the efficiency. For a long time, 
the technician is seeking a method to grasp the changing underwater terrain real-timely and dynamically so 
as to control the construction quality, and with the development of the computer control and information 
transfers, such desire of the technicians comes true. This paper puts up arithmetic of building matrix model 
and updating the matrix model dynamically to resolve the uncertainty problem of the underwater terrain 
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during constructing, by which the technician can grasp the changing condition of underwater terrain timely 
and simply. 

2. Representing the underwater terrain on the basis of matrix model  

All kinds of terrain models are built by digital method, such as digital terrain model (DTM), digital elevation 
model (DEM), etc. On the basis of underwater terrain analysis, we use the matrix model to represent the 
underwater model. 

2.1. Creating the blank matrix model  
A matrix model figures a rectangle area, which simulates a polygon area by a lot of conjoin and sequential 
cells. The matrix model is composed of some essentials, namely the matrix parameters: 

(1) the origin point ),( 00 YX ; 
(2) the length and width of the matrix, namely the size; 
(3) the rotating angle 
(4) the size of  the matrix cell: the length and width of the cell 

The matrix model created by the above requirements is called a blank matrix model. There is no depth 
information in the blank matrix model, which is just composed of basic parameters. An underwater area can 
be divided into several rectangle, that is to say an area is covered with several sequential matrix models. But 
such blank models can not represent the terrain indeed. 

2.2. Filling the matrix model: representing the underwater terrain by the matrix model   
A matrix model is a rectangular, gridded area which is composed of thousands (or millions) of individual 
cells. For the matrix model expression, a cell (a very small rectangle) represents a point; the cell matrix 
model is composed of the row and column. The precision of the matrix model, that is to say that the 
resolution is decided by the real size of the matrix cell, the smaller the matrix cell is the higher the resolution 
is and better the remote characteristic of the terrain is represented. While analyzing the matrix model, the 
value of the center point is adopted as the depth of the cell. 

 Filling the matrix model with depth information 
In the description of the underwater terrain includes not only the plain position, but also the vertical position, 
that is the depth. To describe the terrain, the blank matrix required to be filled. The filling matrix means 
using the depth to fill the blank matrix cell. The methods of filling the matrix are as follows: 

(1) Filled directly —— Plotting the survey data to the matrix model, there is one or more depth value in 
the matrix model, even there is no depth in some cells. For a cell with one depth value, the value of the cell is 
equals to the depth; for a cell with more depth values, the values of the cell is the average(or the minimum, 
maximum, average, or closest to center depth); for the blank cell, the value of the cell is kept blank. 
According to the scale, we set the distance of the depth points, and then the survey data is sampled by direct 
filling method. For dense depth points, such as multibeam results, the material put in requires  

 (2) Filled by points interpolation —— Creating matrix model is a process of interpolating the depth 
points. The survey data are interpolated according to the matrix parameters, so as to get the value of the cell 
center. There are many interpolating methods such as the Kriging interpolation method and the inverse 
distance to a power method, etc. 

(3) Filled on the basis of DTM —— The survey data are first built to TIN Model, then on this basis, the 
matrix cell is filled with the depth value of the cell center point by interpolation according to the matrix 
properties. 

The matrix model filled with the depth value can describe the underwater terrain. Generally speaking, the 
more the cell is defined, the more accurate the terrain is described. Such terrains described by the matrix 
models are convenient to represent and update the underwater terrain changing. In certain projects, the 
matrix may be advantageous to build model, update or rebuild the underwater terrain according to the project 
requirements simply. 
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Fig. 1: filled matrix model on the basis of TIN model 

 Filling the matrix model with coded colors 
The different depth values of the area are defined as different color code, that is to say that different color 
represents different depth value. On the basis of filling the matrix model with depth, the matrix model is 
filled with the coded colors and is used to display the color-coded depth information. Numerous cells are 
filled with different colors according to the value of each cell so as to create a colored block terrain map as it 
is shown in Fig. 2. 

For some important depth range, the special depth values can be defined with special color code. On the 
basis of the matrix model filled code color, the underwater terrain of the dangerous area may be displayed 
with special colors so as to supervise such important areas as channels, ports and banks, therefore the 
exceptional conditions will be detected and measures will be taken timely. 

 
Fig.2: the matrix model color legend and color-filled matrix model map 

2.3. Matrix model structure 
According to the description of the matrix model and the method of filling the matrix model above, the 
arithmetic matrix model is implemented by the programs. So the structure of the matrix model is defined as 
follows: 
struct MatrixPara_{ 
double X0,Y0,                 /* the origin point of the matrix model*/ 
      L,W,    /* the length and width of the matrix model*/ 
      RtAngle,              /* the rotation angle of the matrix model*/ 
      CellL,CellW              /* the size of the matrix model cells*/ 
}； 
The structure of the matrix cell after filled is defined as follows: 
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struct _RSMATRIX_{ 
 int    sn; 
 double x0, y0, 
     x1, y1, 
     x2, y2, 
     x3, y3, 
     depth;           /* the depth value of the cell center*/ 
 COLORREF vc;          /* the color filled in the cell*/ 
}； 

Such structures is compatible with the rotated models, the coordinates of the four vertexes are recorded, 
therefore it is convenient to search and look up the cells involved in the construction and update these cells. 

3. Updating the underwater terrain by the matrix transform 
3.1. Updating the matrix during surveying a large area  
When surveying a large area, the whole area is first divided into a series of smaller matrix areas so as to fast 
grasp the underwater terrain surveyed just as it is shown in Fig. 3: 

 
Fig.3: updating matrix during survey and switching matrix areas intelligently 

(the yellow shape denotes the survey vessel) 

Not all the matrices of the large are activated at one time, which means that not all matrices are viewable. 
It will display and update any matrix while the survey vessel falls within its boundary. As the survey vessel 
moves through the whole area, the matrices will be activated alternately depending on the vessel’s location. 
The matrices where the vessel moves through are filled with the data surveyed and updated fast. 

While surveying in a large area, the changing of the underwater terrain will be displayed timely by using 
the smaller matrices, and the abnormity will be found by the colored block matrix. The matrix is updated 
with the surveyed data which will coverage the whole range and track the minimum depth, maximum depth, 
average depth. 

3.2. Updating the matrix model while dredging in real time 
While dredging, the matrix model is filled with depth information by direct filling or TIN filling method. For 
updating the matrix model, the changing information (changed depth) is got by the transducer installed on 
the dredge tool in real time. If the matrix model is filled only once, the underwater terrain represented by the 
matrix model will be not updated in real time. Therefore, there are two filled values of the matrix model 
while dredging, one is survey value, and the other one is dredge value. The model of the matrix cell used in 
dredging is shown in Fig. 4. 

Here the structure of the matrix model should be added another depth value on the former structure: 
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struct _RSMATRIX_{ 
 int    sn; 
 double x0, y0, 
     x1, y1, 
     x2, y2, 
     x3, y3, 
     depthSurvey; 
           depthDredge; 
 COLORREF vc; 
}； 

 
Fig.4: the filled matrix model during dredging 

While dredging, the removing parts is highlighted by setting the color code, and according to the location 
of the dredge tool and the dredge depth, the corresponding matrix cell will be searched and the new value of 
the cell is recorded in the new matrix structure. Therefore, the changing underwater terrain is displayed by 
the doubled-value matrix model. In Fig. 5, the red color represents that the actual depth is less than the 
design value. 

 
Fig.5: the matrix model represents the underwater terrain during constructing 

To updates the Matrix continuously, there are two methods of updating the matrix model while dredging 
with the dredge tools in real time. One is to take the dredge tool as a point, and the other is to take the dredge 
tool as a small area. While using the first method, only the cell the dredge tool falls in will be updated; while 
using the second method, all the cells the dredge falls within its boundary will be updated.  

 
Fig.6: updating matrix model according to the shape of the apparatus while dredging 
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By the above methods, the cell involved in the coverage range of the project will be found, update the 
cell with the new value according to dredging value; if the depth of the value is less than the design value, 
the cell value will be updated and recorded, otherwise the cell value will not be update. The filled color of 
the cell will also be changed according to the changed value; therefore, the dredged areas are shown by the 
colored block. 

4. Conclusion  
Using the matrix model to represent the underwater terrain, and using the matrix transform to realize the 
updating of the changing underwater terrain; also by this way the underwater terrain is viewable and shown 
through the colored block. Especially by updating the matrix model while dredging, the changing underwater 
terrain is displayed timely, which is more efficient and avoids super-dredging so as to save the project cost. 
Now, such method as the matrix transform used to represent the uncertain changing underwater terrain has 
been applied in dredging, port and channel constructions. 
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